
An Italian producer of energy saving technologies 

is looking for distributors, commercial agents or 

final user companies 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BOIT20200212001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

An Italian company, with 25 years of experience and expertise, designs, produces and commercializes, in 
Italy and abroad, instruments and software for energy measurement, saving and consumption and energy 
production management. To further expand abroad the company is looking for cooperation partners via 
commercial agency or distribution services agreements. Alternatively, big final user companies to cooperate 
with as original equipment manufacturer. 
 
 
Since 1993 the company designs, develops and produces devices and software for energy monitoring and 
control to reduce energy costs by optimizing production. The proposed solutions concern both hardware, 
software and cloud; they are used in the energy efficiency and energy automation applications, for the 
industrial, commercial, public, civil, and renewable energy sectors. The systems are modular and can 
expand over time thanks to different possibilities of devices' connection (e.g. Wi-Fi, the serial port converter 
RS485, E-Wi, ExpBus, Ethernet, near field of communication ) and of displaying and managing the collected 
data. With a single system it's possible: - to manage multiple energy carriers (e.g. electricity, gas, water) - to 
manage the environmental parameters related to them (e.g. temperature, humidity, brightness, CO2) - to 
process different parameters (e.g. compressed air, calories, level, status) - to measure the operating time of 
a load/appliance using a single reference clock - to manage energy automation processes (automate the 
management of on/off switches, automatic adjustments, remote management, alarms and more). The 
solutions can be used for energy audits, continuous monitoring (e.g. ISO 50001) and for energy efficiency 
projects (e.g. EU-Directive 2012-27 and White Certificates or Energy Efficiency Certificates). The company 
has a long experience in the sector, thanks to more than 400.000 devices already installed in real 
applications and thanks to existing cooperation with national and international organizations and brands. 
Companies' devices are already installed in many Countries such as: Europe, Australia, Cile, Antigua, 
Panama, Egypt, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, India, Pakistan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and 
more. The deep know how development is combined with a strong commitment to innovation and continuous 
improvement in order to anticipate customers' needs. For this reason over 40% of the staff is dedicated to 
R&D. To increase its presence abroad, the company is looking for international trade intermediaries 
worldwide. Cooperation can be based on a commercial or distribution services agreement. The company is 
also looking for cooperation with big final users for whom the company could operate as OEM. 
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